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n Gold pared early gains today as the U.S dollar recovered and global stocks
rallied after oil producers agreed to curb output. The OPEC yesterday agreed
modest oil output cuts in the first such deal since 2008, with the group's leader
Saudi Arabia softening its stance on arch-rival Iran amid mounting pressure
from low crude prices.

n Once again gold struggled to find direction in low volumes, with regional names
happy to sit on the sidelines as gold threatens a test of the 100-day moving
average around $1,310.

n With some time still to pass until the currently expected U.S Federal reserve
rate rise in December, gold looks likely to hold range-bound over the short
term.

.

n Division between Federal Reserve policymakers on when to raise U.S. interest
rates has sapped investor enthusiasm for trading on comments by officials
from the central bank.

.

n The gold and dollar markets are currently without very strong direction. The
mixed views from U.S Fed officials have weakened their credibility and the
market has stopped buying on their comments. U.S gold futures were up nearly
0.1 percent at $1,324.30 an ounce.

n The gold market will absorb another raft of U.S. and European economic data
later today. U.S GDP numbers are due, as well as European Union business
confidence data.

n Prices may stay on the defensive in the absence of new developments, unless
oil prices continue to rise enough to lend support to bullion.  The dollar index,
which measures the greenback against a basket of currencies, rose 0.1 percent
to $95.520 in today�s Asian trading session after touching a low of 95.338
yesterday.

Gold prices continued to trade on the defensive on

Wednesday piercing through support near the 10-day

moving average at 1,325. Broader dollar strength came

on the heels of a stronger than expected Durable

goods orders release.  Support is now seen near the

August lows at 1,300.  Momentum should turn negative

as the MACD (moving average convergence

divergence) index is poised to generate a sell signal.

 The RSI is printing a reading of 46, which is in the

middle of the neutral range and reflects consolidation.

U.S. durable goods orders were unchanged in August

from a revised 3.6% bounce in July. June orders were

bumped down to -4.3% from -4.2%. Transportation

orders edged up 0.6% from after the 8.9% gain

previously. Excluding transportation, orders slipped

0.4% from the prior 1.1%. Nondefense capital goods

orders excluding aircraft rose 0.6% from 0.8%.
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n Gold prices fell to a one-week low yesterday on

a stronger dollar and mixed views on the likelihood

of a rate increase by the Fed

n Gold for December delivery settled down 0.5%

at $1,323.70 a troy ounce

n The Dollar Index, which measures the dollar

against a basket of other currencies, was up 0.1%

at 86.35

n Gold traders remain focused on the chances for

a rate increase this year

n U.S durable goods data and second quarter GDP

figures will be released today
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n Oil prices slipped today as investors questioned whether an OPEC agreement
to curb oil production - the group's first such deal since 2008 - would be enough
to rebalance a heavily over-supplied world market.

n The Organization of the Petroleum Exporting Countries agreed yesterday to
cut output to 32.5-33.0 million barrels per day from around 33.5 million bpd,
estimated by Reuters to be the output level in August.

n Global benchmark Brent crude oil was down 60 cents a barrel at $48.09, after
earlier climbing to a high of $49.09, its strongest since Sept. 9. Brent settled
up 5.9 percent, yesterday. U.S light crude oil was down 30 cents at $46.75 a
barrel, after first hitting $47.47, its highest since Sept. 8. WTI rose $2.38, or
5.3 percent, yesterday.

n While the initial response to the agreement was positive, there are crucial
questions to be answered by the organization in the coming weeks. U.S. bank
Goldman Sachs said it expected the OPEC deal to add $7 to $10 to oil prices
in the first half of next year.

n But many analysts said they were concerned that too many details had been
left unresolved and that the deal could unravel. How much each country will
produce is to be decided at the next formal OPEC meeting in November, when
an invitation to join cuts could also be extended to non-OPEC countries such
as Russia.

n It is not clear when the agreement would come into effect, how compliance
with the agreement will be verified, what new individual quotas for countries
would be and how long the deal would remain in effect.

n And a cut in OPEC production might do little to reduce oversupply, given
uncertainty about output from Iran, Libya and Nigeria. The problem of surpluses
will not be solved if these countries take full advantage of their capacities.

WTI crude oil prices shot higher late in the North

American trading session following a Reuters story

that said that OPEC plans to cut production at its

November meeting.  The deal to curb product would

reduce the cap to 32.5 million barrels. Prices were

consolidating ahead of the news despite an unexpected

draw in crude oil inventories reported on Wednesday

by the Department of Energy.  Support is seen near

the 10-day moving average at 44.96, while resistance

is seen near the September highs at 48.10. The

Department of Energy reported that U.S. commercial

crude oil inventories decreased by 1.9 million barrels

from the previous week. Analysts had expected

inventories to climb by 2 million barrels in the latest

week.  Gasoline inventories increased while distillate

inventories declines, while demand for products rose

3.2% year over year.

n Oil prices settled up nearly 6 percent after OPEC

said the group has struck a deal to limit crude

output yesterday

n The OPEC reached agreement to limit its

production by nearly a million barrels per day to

32.5 million bpd

n OPEC will agree to concrete levels of production

for country at its Nov. 30 meeting in Vienna

n Oil prices have more than halved from highs

above $100 a barrel in mid-2014

n U.S government data showed a surprise drop in

crude stockpiles for a fourth week in a row
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n Silver prices consolidated near one-week lows yesterday, as investors awaited
a fresh batch of US and global economic data. December silver futures edged
up 2 cents, or 0.1%, to $19.19 a troy ounce. The metal traded within a daily
range of $19.06 and $19.27.

n Silver had declined in each of the past three sessions, losing nearly 5% in the
process. Precious metals have fallen with oil this week, as investors tracked
a key meeting of major energy producers in Algeria.

n Members of the Organization of the Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC)
played down a production freeze on Tuesday, as Iran and Saudi Arabia remained
at odds about ways to support the market. Saudi officials said they remained
hopeful that a deal would materialize at OPEC�s official meeting in November.

n Investors� attention shifts back to the economic data in the remainder of the
week. The US Commerce Department will release revised second quarter GDP
figures on Thursday. Separately, the National Association of Realtors will release
its monthly pending home sales report.

n The Commerce Department will also report on personal incomes and outlays
on Friday, including fresh core PCE inflation figures that are closely monitored
by the Federal Reserve.

n Japan is also set to release new batches of inflation, industrial production and
employment figures on Friday. Meanwhile, Germany and the Eurozone will
each post preliminary September CPI data on Thursday and Friday, respectively.
The UK Office for National Statistics will also release revised second quarter
GDP in the final session of the week.

n Fed Chair Yellen testified on regulatory and financial matters with no comments
on monetary policy limited to the fact that she expects rates to rise over time
and that there is no set time to raise rates.

Silver markets initially tried to rally yesterday but fell

after initially showing this bullishness. I believe that

the market is going to reach down to the $19 level

below, and then perhaps the $18.75 level below.

Ultimately, I think that sooner or later the buyers will

return though, so this is more or less a �two speed

market�, as short-term sellers are going to get involved,

but eventually the longer-term traders will continue to

push much higher, as we reach towards the $20 level

given enough time. After putting in a small reversal

day off the trend-line running back to the July peak,

silver is weakening towards the middle of the narrowing

daily range. Broadly speaking, this is setting up nicely

so far for the bulls as long as it continues to coil and

hold support. Looking at the very short-term, the bias

is tilted in favor of shorts with the near-term trend

pointing lower following the down lower from resistance.

n  Silver prices were underminned for the second

day running as the dollar was more stable and

financial-sector concerns eased

n After finding support above $19.00 per ounce on

Tuesday, silver prices edged higher

n US economic data had little impact with headline

durable goods orders unchanged for August

n Fed Chair Yellen testified on regulatory and

financial matters with no comments on monetary

policy

n The US dollar made some further progress against

commodity currencies yesterday
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